Who we are

SCF was originated by the merge of competences of SAES®, the world-leader advanced materials company, and Metalvuoto, a well-established player in the advanced packaging sector. As a global player in the sustainable packaging market, SCF designs and produces coated films capable of better performances compared to classic technologies in the food, healthcare, and personal care markets.

Contacts

T. 039.6278335  
stefano.tominetti@saescoatedfilms.com

Product description

Eco-friendly product family

High-barrier films that reduce the number of layers and the thickness of packaging, enabling fully recyclable single-material structures.

Compostable product family

Compostable films treated with barrier or active coatings for a fully sustainable packaging.

Active product family

Patented films unequalled in reducing food waste and maintaining freshness in products prone to rapid deterioration.
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